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GEORGE R. STEWART, in his article, "A Classification of Place
Names," points out that a line may be drawn between the psycho-
logical motives which stir individuals to bestow names on places
and the framework of situations which provoke the actual naming.!
Analyzing both motives and situations which contribute to the
naming process, he lists nine categories into which the mechanisms
of place identification naturally fall. These may be reported briefly
as names which (1) describe the qualities of a place; (2) identify it
with possession of a person or group; (3) associate an incident at a
particular time; (4) commemorate a person, place, or event; (5)
idealize a locality in terms of symbol or sentiment; (6) manufacture
or coin from the sounds, letters, or fragments of other words; (7)
shift or transfer a name from one landscape type to another; (8) con-
fuse the form and meaning of one name in the form and meaning
of a second; and (g) change the name entirely through a mistake in
spelling, pronunciation, or some other accident. This classification,
with one modification and one addition, has served well for my in-
vestigation of Spanish place name patterns in the American South-
west. I have modified the second category, identifying a place widl
the name of a person or group possessing it, to include identifying a
place also with the names of animals or other wild life possessing it.
The category I have added is (10) names which transfer terms of
folk imagination, affection, and humor to localities and landmarks.

Category One, which identifies a place in terms of some impres-
sion it makes immediately upon the senses, has some of the most
memorable Spanish place names to its credit. When Don Francisco
Vazquez de Coronado was exploring New Mexico in 1540, he and
his men arrived at a river which "because its water was muddy and
red" they called Rio Bermejo} i.e., 'Red River.'2 In 15g8, the colo-
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nizers af New Mexico led by Dan Cristobal de Onate, sought a
stream which had been reparted to them as the Rio del Norte} ar
the Rio Bravo} i.e., the 'River af the North' ar the 'Wild, Fierce
River.'s They faund it and paid tribute to' the fidelity af its name,
describing it as a 'mighty river.'4 Physical characteristics of lacalities
in the Sauthwest are respansible for such Spanish place names as
Alamo} 'paplar,' which appears in eight Califarnia land grants or
claims: "At this place there was a paplar tree ... within our camp,
and far this reason the place was called Real del Alamo [Camp of
the Paplar]" (Castansa, Sept. 27, 1769).5 Such names as Cienega)
'marsh,' faund in Pima Caunty Arizana, and Santa Fe Caunty, New
MexicO',ar Brazos} 'arms, branches of a stream,' faund in bath New
MexicO'and Texas, identify a landmark ar settlement by tapagraph-
ical characteristics. New Mexico has twa place names, Arriba and
Abajo} which perpetuate the custam af tawns strung far a gaad
distance alang a road naming their extremities "Abave" and
"Belaw," i.e., Bernalillo Arriba and Bernalillo Abajo. This device
is familiar in English land divisiO'ns identified as UpState and
Dawn· State, but it is not custamary far a highway thraugh a cam-
munity to be .designated Upper State Highway ar Lawer State
Highway. The Descriptive Categary is plainly illustrated by names
like Pena Blanca} 'white rack' (New Mexico), RiO' Colorado 'ruddy
river' (Texas), SDbrante} 'surplus' (California), Polvadera} 'dusty
place' (New MexicO') and others.6 The most famaus Colorado}
'ruddy river,' (the Colorado in Utah, Arizana, Nevada, and Cali-
farnia) was nat originally known by that name. Rio Grande de
Buena Esperanza} 'big river of gaad hope,' ,vas one early name far
it, and Rio de Buena Gu{a} 'river af gaod guidance,' was anather.
When the Calorada territary became a part af the United States,
the river was called the Grand River, being fO'rmed by a canjunc-
tion af the Green and Grand rivers in sautheastern Utah. On March
24, 1921, the ColaradD Legislature changed the name Grand to'

CaloradO' and on July 25, 1921, the change was appraved by Con-
gress, against the advice af the United States Baard an Geographic
Names. A widely reparted Spanish name far the river was RiD
Tizon} 'firebrand river,' because, as reparted by Melchair Diaz in
1540', "when they [Indians] travel abaut fram place to' place they
carry, Dn aCCDuntof the intense cold, a firebrand with which they
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warm their hands and body by changing it from one hand to
another."7

The naming of the Rio Tizon seems to belong to the subclass
which Professor Ste,vart calls Associative Description, in which a
place is named by something associated ,vith it, i.e., people carrying
firebrands to keep themselves ,varm. The quality of firebrands in
the background, however, could also be the result of an incident in
which a newcomer to the region first encountered a brand-carrying
native. The place-name would then belong in Category three, or
Incident Names, of which there are many specific illustrations in
the Spanish chronicles. For instance, as Alvar Nunes Cabeza de
Vaca and his companions were entering northern Mexico in the
eighth year of their travels across the Gulf Coast, they entered a
village where the Indians gave them "over six hundred hearts of
deer, opened, of which they kept always a great store for eating."
For this reason, The Spanish voyageurs called the settlement the
'village of the hearts,' .i.e.,Los Corazones. Castaneda, reporting this
event, adds that Arellano, in establishing a town in the neighbor-
hood, named it San Hieronimo de los Corazones) 'Saint Jerome of
the Hearts,' illustrating a Spanish custom of duplicating names,
even in some cases triplicating them. Here the duplication seems to
be topographically pertinent, in that the general area was being
called Corazones and the specific settlement was distinguished as
San H ieronimo. It is interesting, however, that although the name
Corazones resulted from an incident, or in accord with Category
Three, the name San Hieronimo was in accord with Category Four,
that is, in commemoration of a distinguished personage. The
peculiarly Spanish custom of combining topographical details in
name identification is also illustrated by the complete title of the
city of Los Angeles. The Portola expedition camped on the bank of
a river in Southern California, August 2, 1769; they named it
Nuestra Senora de los Angeles de PorciunculaJ thus commemo-
rating the Virgin Mary in her special manifestation as queen of the
Angels, and honoring a special feast day as well as the chapel of the
Franciscan Order at Assisi. The name of Santa Fe, the capital city
of New Mexico, also has this multiple commemorative character, as
will be pointed out later in the article.

Further illustrations of Spanish place names in the Category of
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Incident may be found in Cabeza de Vaca's account of the naming
of the 'Island of III Fate' (Mal Hado) and in Onate's report of the
'Spring of the Little Dog' (El Djo del Perillo). Having built a barge,
after they became separated from their ships, Cabeza de Vaca and
some other members of the ill-fated Narvaez expedition were cast
upon an island in the Gulf of Mexico, (probably Galveston Island)~
There they were assisted by the Indians, but putting to sea again,
their barge was overturned and all their possessions lost. The
Indians who had helped them began to die from stomach ailment
and the cold weather. These circumstances joined to lead De Vaca
and his friends to name the spot the 'Island of III Fate.' The inci-
dent behind the naming of 'The Spring of the Little Dog' is of a
happier nature. The colonizer of New Mexico reports that as his
expedition travelled up the Rio Grande Valley in 1598, it entered
the] ornado del Muerto) 'Journey of Death,' a waterless shortcut
thirty miles east of the river. Having covered only about fourteen
miles of the eighty, the party became desperate for water. Onate
writes, "On this day, because a dog came into camp with its feet
coated with mud, we found waterholes." Some thirty years later, the
presiding officer of the Franciscan missions in New Mexico wrote
a report on his province, and he referred to one of the Apache
Indian Tribes as the Perillo Apaches) 'little dog Apaches,' trans-
ferring the name Perillo) from the spring to the people living east
of it.10

The Second or Possessive Category of place naming seems to be
related to the linguistic process known as antonomasia, the transfer
of a personal name or epithet to an object or activity associated with
it.11Frederick Webb Hodge believes that one of the most famous
Southwestern place names came through the transfer of an ethnic
personal name to the region in which the people dwelt. The name
is Cibola) first used in the Report of Fray Marcos de Niza (1539),
who understood from Indian tribes in northern Mexico that Zuni
pueblo, in New Mexico, was called Cibola and therefore used the
term for the region and its "seven very great cities." Dr. Hodge says
that Cibola was "the Spanish form of Shiwina) the Zuni name for
their tribal range."12Domingo del Castillo's map, made in Mexico
in 1541, shO'wsan area identified as "La Ciudad de Cibola."13From
the topographical name came the transfer to the most famous new
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animal of the region, cibola) Spanish for 'buffalo.' The name here,
although belonging to the Possessive Category, also falls into the
category of Shift or Transfer names, in that a generic name for a
people or place was shifted to animals native to that place.

In the Possessive Category, also, belongs the place name Texas)
from the Indian word Tejas) used by the Spanish explorers and
missionaries to describe a large group of Indians west of the New
Mexico missions.u As previously mentioned, I '\volild extend this
category to include place names associated vvith the habitat of par-
ticular forms of wild life, i.e., Caballo) 'horse,' Mountains) Gallinas}
'chickens, wild turkeys,' Peaks) Coyote) 'prairie wolf,' Springs}
Pajarito) 'little bird,' Mesa) found in the Place Name Dictionary of
New Mexico. Professor Stewart writes that most Animal Names
(Wolf Creek, Antelope Spring) fall into the Category of Incident
Names.15 He may be right, but documentation is usually lacking
for specific occasions when individuals encountered the particular
wolf, antelope, horses, turkeys, coyotes, etc., for '\vhich the places are
named. Rather, it may be generally assumed that the animals are
abundant in such localities. It therefore seems to me that the
Possessive concept governs the place name and unless a particular
incident can be cited to show the discovery of wild life, the place
names for animals belong under Category Two, Possession. The
list is too long to develop here, but such Spanish animal names as
Burro} 'donkey'; Borrego 'sheep'; Conejo) 'Rabbit'; Chuckawalla)
'lizard'; Gaviota) 'sea gull'; Gato) 'cat' Mosquero 's'\varm of flies';
Raton} 'squirrel'; Tecolote} 'owl' ; Truchas) 'trout' dot the landscape
from seacoast to plain.

It is the list of Commemorative names which contributes the
largest number of place names in Spanish, as it does in most other
languages. This is the Fourth Category among our naming mech-
anisms, and it includes words celebrating famous individuals in
Church and State; famous cities, provinces or landmarks whose
names are transferred in their honor; famous events, warlike or
peaceful; and famous institutions, such as universities or other
cultural monuments. Cabeza de Vaca, one of the earliest chroniclers
of the terirtorial United States, lists a number of commemorative
names bestowed by the Narvaez expedition. He writes of "a great
river to which we had given the name of the Rio de la Magdalena"16
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and "the Bay, to' which we gave the name of The Crass."17When
Coronado's men reached The Indian Pueblo of Taos, New MexicO',
they named it Valladolid} in honor of that city in Spain.IS There are
at least sixty-five place names in New Mexico derived from the
Calendar af the Saints in the Roman Cathalic Church: San Agustin}
San Antonio} San Diego} San Fernando} San Francisco} San Gabriel}
San Jose} San Juan} San Pedro} Santa Ana} Santa Clara among them.
Many of these place names are also familiar in other sauthwestern
areas. It is not always safe, hawever, to' assume that the place naming
for saints is purely commemorative. Calendar names may record
the fact that someane was at a particular place an a particular day,
as George R. Stewart paints aut. In this case piety cambines with
the attempt to' date the occasiO'n.Such a mixture af motives is found
in the naming of the state af Flarida. Ponce de Leon first saw the
coast of North America an the Spanish religious feast called Pascua
Florida} 'flowery Pasch,' ar Easter. He landed six days later an
April 2, 1513, and nating that the land was green and blossoming,
named it Florida.19

A psychological twist to' the naming process may be evident in
same af the Spanish commemO'rative prO'cedures. The first capital
of New Mexico was an Indian pueblo where Onate arrived in 1598
and was courteously received by the natives, who shared their
accO'mmO'datiO'nswith the Spaniards. "We gave it the l}ame O'f(San
Juan' writes Villagra, chronicler of the expeditiO'n, "adding (de los
Caballeros in memory of those nable sons who first raised in these
barbarous regions the bloody tree upon which Christ perished for
the redemption of mankind."2O San Juan de los Caballeros thus
cO'mmemorated. their predecessars, and to an extent themselves, for
they, tao, were pioneering in settlement and missionary work. This
enlightened self-praise is carried aut by the numeraus place names
in New MexicO'for families. A name like Los Lunas) New Mexico,
is really 'The Luna Folks,' as are such ather names as Los Abeytas}
Los Garcias} Los Montoyas} Los Pinos and others. Without the
"Los" identifying all the members of the family group, the names
ring just like English family names attached to' a particular hame-
site or community. Casa Salazar} 'The House of Salazar,' the name
of a settlement in Sandaval county, New MexicO', has the same
infO'rmal dignity as Los Salazares} 'The Salazar Folks.'
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Two cammemarative names af larger communities in the state
are Albuquerque) named as a triple cammemarative in 17°6, and
Santa Fe) a quintuple cammemarative in 161o. Albuquerque was
the third rO'yalvilla to' be established in the pravince, and it was
named by a provincial gavernor Dan FranciscO' Cuervo y Valdez,
in hanor of the thirty-faurth Viceroy of Mexico, Don FranciscO'
Fernandez de la Cueva Enriquez, Eighth Duke of Alburquerque.
The full title af the new villa was San Francisco de Alburquerque)
cammemorating the family of the Viceray in his title; the seraphic
persanage af San FranciscO'; and indirectly the governor, whose
baptismal name was Francisco, like the Viceray's. All wauld have
been well had nat the council in MexicO' discovered that a rayal
decree had authorized a villa hanoring the King, Philip V. A way
aut was faund by changing the name af the new villa to' San Felipe
de A lburquerque) thus honoring bath the King, his patron saint,
and the Viceray. Since the baptismal name O'f the gavernar ,vas
drapped, he alone last out in this process of cammemoratian.21

Santa Fe, New MexicO',was named by governar Peralta in 1610,
with the title La Villa Real de Santa Fe) "The Royal Town af Santa
Fe." The name commemarated not only the Catholic Faith, but the
city near Granada founded by Ferdinand and Isabella to' celebrate
their victory aver the Moars in 1492. After a patronal church ,vas
built in 1714, and dedicated to' St. Francis of Assisi, the name of the
city was infarmally lengthened taLa Villa Real de Santa Fe de San
Francisco de Assisi) thus cammemarating the Crawn, the Church,
a Spanish City, St. Francis, and his birthplace in Italy, which was
also the headquarters af the first missianary order to' enter the
province.22

The category which I have added to' Professor Stewart's list,
calling it Categary 10, Folk Imagination, Affection, and Humar,
is illustrated by a place name in New MexicO' which means just
'bogey man,' i.e., Aguelo. Falk tales and falk dances bring in this
aId man (whase name is a dialectical prevarication af Spanish
abuelo) 'grandfather') to' scare children and put the fear af super-
natural punishmentin their hearts. Gigantes) 'giants,' is a name of
like arigin. It describes a large, black mesa, around which centered
both Indian and Spanish tales af the supernatural. Place names like
Chico) 'little,' Antonchico 'little Tany,' Chaperito) 'little hat,'
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Tienditas 'little stores,' seem to strike a vein of humorous affection·
not provided for in the standard classifications. Perhaps they are
only psychological adaptations of Category Four, Commemoration,
or Categary Three, Incident, but they seem to me to' deserve atten-
tion as a separate group.

Of the remaining classifications, place names which are Euphe-
misms, Manufactured, Folk Etymologies, or Mistakes, only a few
instances can be found. For Euphemisms, the numerous instances
of Buena Vista) 'beautiful view,' throughout the region will supply
some evidence, for at times the name leaves more to expectation
than to fact. California) as a name, seems to have been created by
the fertile imaginations of sixteenth century fiction writers, one of
whom about the year 1500 described a land inhabited by black
Amazons, whose queen was named Calafia.23Along with El Dorado
'Golden Man,' the Seven Cities of Cibola and Quivira) the name
California satisfied the demand of men for names which excited the
imagination, as well as defined the specific.

There are illustrations of transliterated names from Indian
tongues to Spanish, such as the name for Chaco Canyon) New
Mexico. The Navaho name is tse ya chahatquel) for 'wash, river,'
but the regional Spanish word chaco means 'desert, isolated place.'
Did the sound of the NavahO' word suggest a Spanish approxima-
tion, with quite a different meaning? Such may have been the case
,vith the Nacimento Mountains) which in Spanish means 'Christ's
Nativity,' but the Navaho name given a creek in the region was
nazisetgo) 'gapher water.'24

The most famous of all place name transformation was that of the
Rio de las A nimas in southern Colorado. According to legend,· a
large force of Spanish soldiers was massacred by Indians here and
the place was called Rio de las Perdidas en Purgatorio) 'River of
Lost Souls in Purgatory.' In the early nineteenth century, when
French trappers worked for furs in its waters, they shortened and
translated the name simply to Purgatoire) 'Purgatory.' Later on the
Missourians, Texans, and other Anglo-Americans, unfamiliar with
the French tongue reduced the name to "Picketwire."25 This seems
to confuse all the categories, but since it was chiefly a linguistic
demonstration of American place name imagination, rather than of
Spanish, perhaps it is just as well left unanalyzed.
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